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Executive summary
This document outlines the strategy for dissemination, communication and outreach that will
be conducted during the project. This document represents a guideline for the project
partners for the timetable and content of the activities. We present the main activities;
identify the target audience, communication channels, outreach strategy and the tools we
will use to monitor all the activities. The latter is especially important, as it will serve as a
guide to systematically and regularly review the activities with this plan and its quantitative
indicator values that were also defined in the project proposal and will be presented here as
well.
Essentially, the planned activities will serve as capacity building on the content of GoJelly and
will assist in building a network of community that will be involved in future exploitation of
GoJelly outputs.
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Scope of the document
The Dissemination, communication and exploitation draft represents a core document of WP9
(Dissemination and stakeholder communication) where a detailed plan of forthcoming activities is
presented. The dissemination plan is fundamental and of great importance for a good coordination of
activities, which plays a key role for the project success.
Specifically, the document aims to:
Define dissemination objectives within WP9
Identify target groups for all communication activities
Establish a protocol for successful dissemination and communication within target groups to
reach a broad audience
Define the monitoring strategy of all planned activities
Present the timeline of planned activities and identify the involvement of individual partners
Present the templates that will be used for dissemination purposes

Objectives
The general objective of dissemination activities is to raise awareness about the project and promote
the project’s activities and its outcomes with the targeted communities, in due time and using
appropriate methods and tools to address the community.

Target groups identification
The identification of target groups is essential, as we will tailor the activities according to the target
audience. Our outreach activities will be structured according to the target audience:
General public with the tailored activities (like showcooking events). We will use the tools for
mass communication such as the website, social networks (Facebook and Twitter) and
produce communication material (posters, roll-ups) that will enable a quick and informative
insight into GoJelly, our objectives, activities and relevant contacts. Project partners will be
weekly invited to share their development of the project activities by sending pictures, short
news and results that will be uploaded to social media account and the website. Finally, we
will produce 4 video tutorials that will serve as a quick capacity building reference material
and the final GoJelly documentary that will summarize all the project activities, work done,
BLUEMED strategy and blue growth. The video tutorials and the final documentary will be
promoted through GoJelly’s social media and through a direct contact with journalists. To
reach the whole range of stakeholders and start educating from an early age, we will publish
a children’s book.
Targeted outreach where we will first identify stakeholders of interest (scientific and academic
organizations, NGOs, media representatives, industry, administrative and public bodies). We
will also target students, industry representatives and reach out to the representatives of
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current or finalized projects that tackle the issue of marine pollution. We will organize 12
capacity building workshops, 3 summerschools and inform the scientific community about the
project and its activities on scientific conferences, fairs and other events that will give
opportunity for a direct interaction.

The targeted groups are important for establishing a connection during the project in order to build a
collaborative foundation that will enable the capitalization of GoJelly outputs and engagement in
future scientific and innovative activities.

Dissemination, communication and
exploitation plan
During the 4-year period of project duration and 2 years after the project ending, numerous
dissemination and exploitation activities have been planned in order to enhance the impact and to
spread project’s results in the most effective way. The activities have been scheduled to be organised
by all partners involved in the project in order to target a broad number of specific stakeholders.
Different workshops, open science labs, summerschools, showcooking event, children’s book,
documentary, video tutorials and a book of recipes are planned and shown in detail in the table below:
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Partners involved: 1 – GEOMAR, 2 – NTNU, 3 – ARDITI, 4 – NIB, 5 – UH, 6 – OBC, 7 – CAU, 8 – HU, 9 - SO, 10 – CRM, 11 – CNR-ISPA, 12 – SANP, 13 – UHAM, 14
– ESF, 15 - IOCAS
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In the last period of GoJelly project and two years after the ending the exploitation of innovative
products in development was planned. The plan is listed in the table below:
ACTIVITY

YEAR1

YEAR2

YEAR3

YEAR4

YEAR+1

YEAR+2

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Exploitation
Anti-microplastic filter development
App for prediction of jellyfish aggregations
Organic fertilizer pellets
Anti-aging collagen products
Medical and biotech tissue matrix
Aquaculture feed supplement
Novel food development

In order to target a broader audience, numerous dissemination and communication channels have
been defined to communicate with targeted groups and general public:
GoJelly website
Social media (Twitter and Facebook)
Press releases
Newsletters
Communication material (e.g. reference cards, roll-up)
Documentary and video tutorials
Children’s book
Cookbook
Conference attendance
Open access scientific publications

Dissemination tools and corporate
design
LOGO SELECTION AND DESIGN
We prepared a logo for GoJelly project in order to ease its identification. The logo graphic was
designed in accordance with project coordinator and it was spread via email to all project partners.
The logo design was inspired from project main issues: jellyfish and microplastics. In Figure 1, 6 logo
variations are shown:
Coloured logo without and without dots representing microplastics
Black and white logo without and with dots
Black logo without and with dots
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Figure 1: Logo design

Silom typography was chosen and the logo color palette is shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: Logo color palette

PROJECT DOCUMENT GRAPHICAL LAYOUT
A set of graphically sophisticated templates has been already prepared to achieve a better
organisation and to get a more effective communication.
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DELIVERABLE TEMPLATE

PRESENTATION TEMPLATE

ROLL-UP TEMPLATE
All project partners can prepare and print their own roll-up for demonstration at project’s workshop,
children’s event, conference, etc…
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PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE

A press release template and already two press releases have been launched, one after GoJelly project
Grant and Consortium agreement have been signed and the second after the kick-off meeting. Both
press releases were written in English and distributed to all partners to translate it in their mother
tongue (see Annex 1 and 2). All press releases will be structured in the same way:
-

Title
Bolded text highlighting the most important message
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Core text with essential information
Relevant contacts
Links for more information (social media, website)

PROJECT WEBSITE

A project website under domain www.gojelly.eu has to be set up until end of M3. A modern webpage
structure has been prepared as shown on Figure 3. The maximum webpage depth is 3, meaning that
all the pages are reachable from the home tab using two clicks maximum (depth 3).

Figure 3: GoJelly webpage structure and depth.

Next, we present the content of each depth.
DEPTH 1 (HOMEPAGE)
The layout of the homepage is presented in Figure 7. There are only 4 elements in the homepage
layout, making the homepage more intuitive and easy to navigate. The header is composed of the
GoJelly logo and links to depth 2 (see Figure 3). This is followed by a slider with overlaying text with
general information about jellyfish blooms and the problematic of plastics and microplastics pollution
in the sea. Below we will place direct links to the blog section, i.e. news about project activities, like
sampling and other scientific events, meetings and workshops. Third is the direct feed from the Twitter
and Facebook profiles. Finally the webpage footer provides a general information about the project
with relevant contacts. Some website screenshots are provided in Figure 4 (partner description),
Figure 6 (blog example) and Figure 5 (WP presentation).
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Figure 4: Example for partner description on the gojelly.eu homepage.
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Figure 6: An example of a blog in gojelly.eu homepage.

Figure 5: WP presentation in gojelly.eu.
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DEPTH 2 (DIRECT LINKS FROM THE HOMEPAGE)
This structure gathers all the essential information
about the project and is accessible from the homepage
header (Figure 7):
- About: shows general information and rationale
behind GoJelly
- Blog: direct link to all the GoJelly news
- Did you know: a gallery of GoJelly memes
representing short interesting pieces of information
about jellyfish and plastic pollution. A snapshot of two
representative memes is shown in Figure 8
- Partners: an introduction to every GoJelly partner
institution with their respective contacts, relevant
knowledge for the project and introduction to the core
team working in GoJelly
- Photogallery: a collection all the GoJelly photos
- Useful links: projects, initiatives and organizations of
interest with their contacts
- Results: a repository of project results (i.e. protocols,
links to articles etc)
Figure 7: The layout of the GoJelly homepage.
- Media: collection of all media appearances of the
GoJelly team (and links, where available)

Figure 8: An example of GoJelly memes.

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS
Two social media accounts have been created already at the start of the project in M1:
On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GoJellyEU/
On Twitter: https://twitter.com/GoJellyEU
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Social media enable quick and direct communication with a broad target audience. Both accounts are
active on a daily bases and have already reached over 250 followers in less than two months. All news
related to the project topic, project news, events, results and activities are and will be posted on all
social media at least twice per week.

Monitoring of communication and
dissemination activities
Since our goal is to advance in the field of scientific communication that will attract future
collaborations and engage the general public as well as administrative authorities and help form new
collaborations, we will constantly monitor the success of outreach activities. We have identified Key
performance indicators (KPIs) which are presented in the table below.
Activity

KPI

Website

150 individual visits monthly at launch with the final target of 1000
individual visits monthly in Y4

Facebook, Twitter

100 new followers each year (overall 400 followers in Y4 for each platform)

Scientific events

presenting GoJelly at 10 key scientific events

Citizen science open 5 key citizen science open labs events yearly (20 in total) hosted at different
labs
locations involving 300 active participants altogether
Stakeholder
workshops
Citizen
workshops

12 stakeholder workshops involving 100 active participants

science over 120 participants altogether

Summerschools

3 summerschools targeting 30 students

Video Tutorials

100 visits of each of the 4 GoJelly video tutorials
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Project partners will be informed internally about the monitoring and visit statistics. In case the target
values are not achieved, we will increase the frequency of social media reporting and directly inform
the stakeholders, inviting them to get involved in GoJelly dissemination events and follow our social
media accounts.
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